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Trending kenyan gospel songs 2020

© Tuko Best Kikuyu Gospel and Song Worship 2020 Gospel Music - a genre created deliberately for Christian audiences, addressing various religious themes. Today, melodies are instilled in contemporary Kenyan culture, and it's not hard to get numerous songs in vocabulary. Kenyans transformed regular gospel music,
slightly changed rhythm to synchronize them with different dialects. The result is euphoric, rhythmic and spiritual music, rooted both in Christianity and in the culture of the language it represents. Kikuyu gospel songs are one of the most loved in the country. Such songs are amazing because they largely draw on the
traditional spiritual values of the African tradition. After all, Kenyans are notoriously religious. Picture: instagram.com, @revruthwamuyuSource: Instagram Without a doubt, Kikuyu gospel music downloads count the biggest share in a year. Perhaps it is their diversity and creative approach that makes them appeal to
kenyan populations. This sub-genre of gospel music in Kenya has a massive following of people who are looking forward to each release. Many of Kenya's renowned gospel artists sang in the Kikuyu dialect. Songs are enjoyed in churches and arenas that fulfill faithful spiritual hunger. And one of the biggest things about
Kikuyu gospel song worship is that they are a product of religion and culture. Kikuyu gospel songs - the best songs of 2020The Kikuyu gospel songs industry has grown immensely, with artists of different genres gracing the music scene. Many mastered the art, making massive killings out of their love fans. What are the
newest gospel songs of Kikuyu?1. Niwe Waathanaga – Shiru wa GPSubscribe to watch new videosIf you are looking for a refreshing Kikuyu gospel song to lift your moods, then this is the perfect choice. Not only has Shiru's WA GP been consistent, but she has also managed to attract the interest of other Kenyans who
don't even understand the song's dialect. Whatever the language, the message is clear, and the beats are sweet to dance. If you watch the video, you will enjoy Shiru's amazing signature moves, consistent in most of your songs. The song has more than 50,000 views on YouTube.2. Mwihoko Witu - Phyllis
MbuthiaSubscribe watch new videosOne of the best gospel songs Kikuyu download so far, hands down. The gentle voice of Phyllis Mbuthia is perfect for spiritual enrichment. In this son, he repeats that God is the only source of hope in difficult times. The song was released on April 9, 2020 and has nearly 100,000 views
on YouTube. Such viewership shows her listeners' love for her rewarding singing. Song lyrics are for those looking for spiritual fulfillment and uplifting.3. Ngatho Ciakwa - Sammy Irungu and SymoSubscribe watch new videosNgatho Ciakwa is simply praise and worship songs. Of course, the classic traditional Kikuyu
beats with a modern atmosphere perfectly integrated produce a fantastic melody. Song is easy to count one of the best Gospel Kikuyu songs in Kenya.Ngatho Ciakwa was released on March 28, 2020, and has now racked up more than 92,000 views on YouTube. No doubt the duo, who are amazingly talented, produced
a great gospel song.4. Ebenezer - Shiru wa GPSubscribe to watch new videosShiru wa GP never disappoints, and in her song Ebenezer, she sings her heart out to the almighty. If you're looking to download Kikuyu gospel songs to listen to while on the go or offline, this melodic and spiritually refreshing song should be
on your list.5. Utonga - Jane MuthoniSubscribe watch new videosS changing times, Kikuyu music scene has seen a lot of transformation with the fusion of modern tunes from external influence worth noting, but still preserving their originality. Utonga's Jane Muthoni perfectly recounts this transformation. Even if the song
manages to stick to Kikuyu's vocabulary, the impact is obvious, and that's what makes it a fantastic tune to listen to today. The song has more than 100,000 views on YouTube, which is definitely a fan favorite.6. Sarah K. - Mindi She MindiSubscribe watch new videosSays always looking forward to a chorus-themed
song? You found the ideal gospel artist Kikuyu to listen to. This is the perfect song for someone looking for an unconventional take on chorus songs. Sarah leads with a deep voice and is supported by a fantastic group of talented singers. You'll like the way they enrich it.7. Muhehenji - Rev. Ruth WamuyuSubscribe to
watch new videos Song's message is simple, no matter what problems or challenges you face, always believe in God as he can do the impossible. The message of hope is what most Christians enjoy, and when well wrapped in song, it's just inspiring. The artist released the song in early March, which she wrote after
being inspired by a lady who gave up. Muhehenji is today one of the best songs of the Gospel of Kikuyu.8. Hitha Ngoro - Shiru Wa GPSubscribe watch new videosOne of the most amazing things about Kikuyu gospel song worship is that they are simple and straight to the point. And the audience loves everything from
the language in the text to the fantastic vocals of the artist. As usual, Shiru Wa GP gives the best and never disappoints. Her songs are always massive hits, and this one has over 300,000 views on YouTube. This viewership is impressive considering the song was released barely two months ago. 9. Mwei Wa Githima –
Sammy IrunguSubscribe watch new videosSammy Irungu's soft voice is perfect for inspiring gospel songs by Kikuyu, and this 2020 edition perfectly depicts his style. Beats are great as well. The song has more than 800,000 views on YouTube. Given the huge audience it attracts, the reception of the song was
amazing.10. Ni Menyete Wi Ngai - Paul WaiganjoSubscribe to watch new videosTois latest release by Paul Waiganjo, released on April 12, 2020, is a purely Kikuyu gospel worship songserving of an award. On YouTube, the melody already has more than 10,000 views, making it one of the most influential artists of this
gospel subgenra.11. Kwa Ngai Ti Iceera - Mary LinconSubscribe watch new videosMary Lincon is one of the most respected gospel artists of Kikuyu, releasing massive hits every year. It is clear from most of her melodic and inspirational songs that she is amazingly talented. Mary released this song on April 10 at a
fantastic reception. The number of views of a song on YouTube is more than 17,000.12. Tuthengerie Giconoko – Charles KingoriSubscribe to watch new videosThing is nothing as filling up as worship in your local language and with such amazing Kikuyu gospel songs, you can have your moment with God. Charles
Kingori's songs are always great, and that's amazing. The song was released in February, and it has more than 130,000 views on YouTube. Based on this viewership, it is highly likely that it counts among the top kikuyu gospel songs download.13. Gakara Ka Mwaki - Muigai Wa NjorogeSubscribe watch new videosAnd a
simple but inspirational song. Fans have come to fall in love with Muigai Wa Njoroge because of his different style, which makes all his songs unique. Also, he always talks about happenings in contemporary society. The music of the gospel has always been inspiring from its inception, many people have a spiritual
connection. With subgenns, singing in different languages even made things more interesting. Kikuyu gospel songs have a large fan base. These are people who love music style and are still looking for a religiously themed tune. That's why it's easy to find Kikuyu songs for free to download from a huge collection.
Subscribe to a sequence of new videosBest new Gengetone songs 202020 the greatest Brenda Fassie songs of all timeList of top Kenyan gospel artists in 2020 Gospel music is a big industry in Kenya. Every shareholder in recording artists, performers, instrumentalists, church ministers, preachers and the media has
helped build this industry. The gospel industry today is a little different than it was about two decades ago. This is due to the new sound that young artists bring and how freely they experiment with the talent they have. Most gospel musicians in Kenya have a huge following. This is because the content they produce can
be consumed in almost every place. Musicians are hardworking and records are steadily declining. The latest gospel songs sound melodic and phenomenal when you listen to transmitted messages. Picture: wikimedia.comSource:UGCThe gospel industry in Kenya today is filled with young artists who want to try and be
successful like the veterans. Young artists bring a different wave and style that attracts fans from different demographics. The likes of Daddy Owen, Eko Dydda, Rufftone, Danco, the late Kaberere, Henrie Mutuku, Dunco, Jogg C, and Kerra of the Gospel Fathers are credited with being among the first pioneers of the new
wave of gospel music in Kenya.Their new sound has for years as other artists like Willy Paul, Kambua, Pitson, Bahati, Size 8, Danny Gift, Mr. Seed, and Joyce Omondi among others came and went on to make soulful and inspiring music. The following are the 15 newest gospel songs in Kenya:1. Amini – My Short
BabaaSubscribe to watch new videosMy Short Babaa was a household name in the gospel industry as part of the now-defunced kelele takatifu group. Separating My Short Babaa and Didi Man was not the end of the artist's career, but just made him better at his art. He released many songs with compelling lyrics, and
'Amini' is another addition to his catalog. In this song, the former Kelele Takatifu singer calls on Christians to have faith in God when they go through challenges, as he is the only person one can run for help. The song was released March 17.2. Shuka - Violet Wanjala Ft. Evelyn WanjiruSubscribe watch new videosviolet
Wanjala strong vocals to listen to her therapeutic, while Evelyn Wanjiru's great lyrics get the listener in a spiritual mood. Both musicians collaborated in this incredible song, where they ask God to come down and intervene. The hook of this song is both engaging and enjoyable to sing along. The video on this song is
simple, but the message you convey hits hard. Violet Wanjala and Evelyn Wanjiru have a good chemistry and should work more together in the future. The video was released on April 9, 2020.3. Usinipite - Guardian AngelSubscribe to watch new videosGuardian Angel released a video of this tune on April 14, 2020 after
recording the sound a week earlier. The beats on this song and the rapping performed by the artiste are what makes the 'Usinipite' sound fresh despite the lyrics being well known. Guardian Angel is expressive in visuals, showing strong emotions when ings pass message. It's a great song when you want to ask God to
stay with you.4. Mapito – Mr. SeedSubscribe watched new videosMr Seed has been a household name in the gospel industry for about a decade. In 'Mapito', a talented artist is encouraging every person to listen that every obstacle they pass passes through. You will trump all the challenges you face as God looks at you.
He gives biblical references in song to convey his message of hope, faith and loving God. Mapito premiered on YouTube on April 6, 2020. It's one of the gospel's best recent songs. READ ALSO: The best Kenyan song worship of 20205. Unioshe - Collo G Ft. WanavokaliSubscribe to watch new videosCollo G's rapping
skills can not go unsaid. The artist goes hard with his verses as he talks about his past and all the things he has done wrong. His speaking skill is excellent because he does everything so effortlessly. In this collaboration with Wanavokali, the singer and rapper ask God to wash and cleanse them for they are sinners.
Wanavokali is a group of six young Kenyan musicians. Their voices add a beautiful ingredient in this song about forgiveness and The 'Unioshe' video was released January 30, 2020.6. El Shaddai - Hart's band Ft. CedoSubscribe to watch the new videos Hart Band and Cedo are ruling the broadcast with this beautiful
single. It was issued on 20 March 2006. Despite not being a gospel band, Hart's band didn't disappoint with this hit. The visuals are excellent, tell different stories and take pictures in different places. The main message is about faith in God when he loves his people regardless of the situation. Cedo makes jam one of the
sweetest tunes recently released. The prayer of peace included between the lines was a great addition.7. Najikakamua - MbuviSubscribe watch new videosMbuvi sounds so calm in this song where he cries to God about everything he has gone through. 'Najikakamua' gives a glimpse of how difficult things can be even
though one is optimistic about life. Instruments paired with Mbuvi's voice and backing vocals make this song one of the best gospel songs of 2020 so far. Mbuvi is known for his energy in many of the songs she previously released, but surprisingly, the recording artiste still did great with this rare style. 'Najikakamua'
encourages everyone to try because they trust in God. Visuals delivered march 20, 2020.READ ALSO: Best Swahili song worship 20208. Awesome - Katoi C.O.GSubscribe to watch new videos Are relatively new in the industry, Katoi C.O.G surpassed itself in this single. 'Awesome' is a modernized rendition of michael w.
smith classic, Awesome God. Katoi C.O.G uses some of the lyrics from the original song and adds a few of his own as the song progresses. You can tell that this new artiste has the potential of his flow when he raps on his lines. The video of the song is simple, but one can see the enthusiasm the artiste give in making
jam. The track premiered on March 19, 2020.9. Holding On - Kanji MbuguaSubscribe to watch new videosYou do not talk about veterans of the new gospel sound in Kenya, without mentioning Kanji Mbugua. The music artist has released many Kenyan classics over the years. In Holding On, Kanji talks about holding on
to God's love, as he is the only one who has never let him down. Holding On is a beautiful worship track that gets you in the right mood to praise and glorify God. Coordinating with the background singers and instruments sound heavenly as Kanji leads everyone in praising and worshipping God. Kanji released the song
on March 24, 2020.10. Holy Spirit Fire – Eko Dydda and DSenseSubscribe to watch new videos of Holy Spirit Fire is one of the newest gospel songs in Kenya. In this song, Eko Dydda along with DSense talks about how powerful the holy fire spirit is and why we should just praise God.DSense for doing wonderful on the
hook as Eko killed his bars as usual. Holy Ghost Fire has a dancehall touch on what is sweet gospel gospel jam. The song was released on March 31, 2020.11. Sio Mwisho - Benachi Ft. KambuaSubscribe to watch the new and Kambua joined forces to make this engaging and soothing song. Both keep switching verses
as Benachi preaches in his gentle voice and Kambua continues with her gentle voice. The main message in the song is not to give up. Both talk about the challenges faced by human beings, and encourage those who have trouble trusting the Lord. The challenges you're going through can't bear to be the end of the
world. The best is yet to come for those who have hope. Sio Mwisho was released on April 8, 2020.12. I Love You Jesus – Fortune MwikaliSubscribe watch new videos ofFortune Mwikali declaring how much he loves Jesus in this catchy tune. This is a famous song when you want to give thanks to Jesus for everything he
has done in your life. The pace of the song is fast, and so is Fortune Mwikali when you sing. Instrumentally feel authentic, and can be said that the song is a Kenyan sound even before hearing the vocals. Mwikali talks about everything people face when they live on earth. The lyrics to I Love You Jesus are simple, but
they talk about everything people face every day. The song was released on March 27, 2020.13. Nakupa Moyo - Bahati and AkotheeSubscribe to watch the new videosBahati is known for her emotional songs and intimate lyrics, while Akothee is known for her bold approach to issues even when she makes music. Bahati
is no stranger to the gospel industry, as his songs have been the ruling broadcaster. In Nakupa Moyo, the two offer to God and give praise for the far the Lord has brought them. Akothee vocals sound amazing along with Bahatis's soft sound. Nakupa Moyo was released March 26, 2020.14. Pamoja Tutashinda - RayGee,
Pitson, Evelyn Wanjiru, Chris Adwar, Chuchu, W. ZachI watch new videos of Pamoja Tutashinda's much-needed song during the corona pandemic. Various gospel artists come together to create this gracious song sound that calls for unity and togetherness and sensitizes the masses about what to do during a pandemic.
The texts are beautiful and give hope to those who struggle with the disease, while encouraging those who are free of the disease to abide by the established rules. Every artist has done well on their part. The song begins with a recent public speech by the president. The message is to stay strong together as the enemy
is COVID19. Pamoja Tutashinda was released March 26, 2020.15. High Bila Ndom - Masterpiece King and Size 8Subscribe to watch new videosS lyrics to this song are popular and fun. Size 8 and Masterpiece King ing about getting high without teka. The message in the song is how beautiful salvation is that one gets a
high feeling without ingesting any narcotics. The two use different terms that are popular with the younger generation to convey a message of redemption. Masterpiece King and size 8 ing about leaving Sodom and after Jesus. The visuals are appealing with fantastic choreography from colorful dancers. High Bila Ndom
video fell on March 2020.Gospel music is supposed to bring you closer to God as you grow to be a better Christian. Artists try to be diverse in their music as they try different subjects, not just the gospel when recording their songs. Some common issues in top gospel songs include repentance, the challenges of life,
epidemics such as hunger and disease, corruption in leadership, entrades and even love for couples in marriage. The songs are enlightening and purify the heart. The latest gospel songs have a message of repentence, praise, love for God and living with the law. Subscribe to new videosRead ALSO: Top Kikuyu gospel
songs in 2020 2020
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